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PUBLIC INFORMATION AND
SHORT SALE STRATEGY
James A. Millar
and
Jo hn E. McCain*

A large volume of empirical research has been published concerning the
efficiency of capital markets. Moreover, most of these studies have been
concerned with market efficiency of the weak and semi-strong forms.
Generally, these studies have upheld the contention that security prices
reflect all publicly available information.
This study examines information concerning "unfavorable" stock
analyses appearing in the Wall Street Journal.
The price performance of several common stocks having unfavorable
news reports are examined to determine (I) whether \ Uch information affected stock prices and (2) whether this information could he used to obtain abnormal pro lits in a short selling strategy. The results are consistent
with other tests of market efficiency ( I). Prices were affected; however,
they reacted very quickly to eliminate potential profits.

METHODOLOGY
Sample Selection
The source of the public information consisted of reports published in
the Wall Street Journal's "Heard on the Street" column. Samples of
stocks were accumulated (see Appendix) by recording reports that appeared daily in the column and noting those sto..:ks for which reporh were
totall} unfavorable. In order to minimize any market trend bias in the
strategy, three samples were sele..:ted from three ;eparate market periods
and three separate ,et, of tests were computed. The period from July 19,
1974 to September 17, 1974 wa, generally beari,h. During thi\ period the
Dow-Jone, Industrials Index (hereafter DJ) and the New York Stod. Exchange Index (hereafter NYSF) declined by 17.6 percent and 19.4 percent,
respectively. Twenty-three stocks from this period \~ere examined.
January and February of 1971 provided a test period that \\a~ bulli,h. The
DJ ro\c 9.5 percent y, hile the NYSE increased by 11.2 percent. Twenty
\tocks met the selection criteria during this period. Finally, tY>enty-four
stock~ were selected from the relatiYely stable market period beginning
June and endmg August of 1973. During thi; time the DJ tluctuated bet\\een 901 and 935, or about 3.6 percent, and the NYSE declined .05 percent.
The strategy that was tested consisted of selling short on the day of
publication each stock in 100 ,hare round lots at that day's dosing price
and purchasing these \ame stocks for delivery six days later. Closing price

"The authon express their appreciation to Wilfred Bibbin, and Harry
French who assisted in analyzing the data.
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data were collected for each stock at four points in time: ( I) the day
preceding the publication, (2) the day of publication. (3) the day following
the publicat ion, and (4) six days following the publication. These data
were used to determine whether abnormal price action occurred and, if so,
whet her the short sale strategy could be profitable.

Adjusting Prices
Before examining the prices. they ,..,ere adjusted for systematic movement with the economy. Specifically. beta coefficients v.ere derived for
each stock by regressing monthly return relatives o n the monthly price
relatives of Standard and Poor's Industrial Common St0t.:k Index. Thirty
data points "'ere used beginning thirty-six months before the publication
month and ending six months before the publication. It \\as thought that
estimation of beta based on data six months removed from the publication
date "'ould be relati\ely independent of the published repom. The regression equation was estimated as follows:
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where: P is the price of the Jth stock at month t
11

D JI is the dividend (if anv)
paid for the jth stock at month t
•

S&P is the le\el of Standard and Poors Index at month t
t

a is the standard least squares comtant
l

E is the regression error term and with a has been interpreted as a
measure of the unsystematic variance of stock return.
{J is beta and measures the responsiveness of Jth stock to changes
in the S & P index. It is a rnea~ure of the systematic \ariance in
,tock prices. For {J > 1.0 the systematk risk is greater than that of
a market port folio. For {J < 1.0 its mk is less than the market. and
for {J = 1.0 its risk is equal to that of the market.

t = O is the publication month. and for purposes of the regres\1on
procedure, values at t-36, t-35, t-34, . . . t-7 ,..,ere u,ed.

For purposes of our comparisons. adju,ted price action is defined as the
difference between the actual price change of a stock and the e,timated
price change based on beta and the change in the S&P index.
f-or example. a stock Y.ith {J = 2.0 should experience twice the change as
the market and four times the change as a stock with {J = 0.5. Thu,, if the
S&P index declined 2 percent. expected dedines for these stocb would be
4 percent and I percent. respectively.
The adjusted return is computed as follo\\S:

AR Jt

=
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where: AR is defined as the adjusted return for the Jth ,tock at time t
RR " is the actual return for the J th stock at time t
I
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ER is the expected return based on the change in the S&P for time t and
B Specifically, it is computed as
>'
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For each stock, adjusted returns (AR) were computed over four time
intervals: AR is the return from the day preceding to six days following
publication; ~R concerns returns for the time period from the day
preceding public~tion to the day of publication; A R>111 concerns returns
from the date of publication to the following day; and AR " computes the
returns from the day of publication to six days following 'publication. As
stated above AR is computed by subtracting the expected return based on
1he beta for each'stock from its actual return. The com putational formulas
are given below where price observations are indexed relative to the
publication date as follows:

D = 0 is the publication date
D - I is one day preceding publication
D + I is one day following publication
D + 6 is six days following publication
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The above four equations are used to 1e~t the hypothesis that the price
action of the stocks is affected by the reports. The first test 10 be applied is
a direction test. It indicates whether the stock under-performed or overperformed its systematically computed expectation, based on it s beta. If it
under-performed (i.e., AR is negative), this would indicate that the
negative report has intluencbd the price. If AR is positive, that would indicate that the negative report had not influenced the price. No AR 's were
zero. The number of positive and negative AR 's were counted to lest the
hypothesis that there is no difference betwren ' the probability of positive
and negative AR 's (i.e., P (AR > 0) = P (AR < 0) = .5].
I

I

I
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RESULTS
Effect on Prices
Exhibit I shows the number of positive and negative AR 's for time
periods I, II , Ill and IV within each market period . Also
are the t
statistics and the significance levels. In the bear and stable markets, the
price changes for period I are significant at the .01 level. That is, the
number of negative AR /s is significantly greater than would be anticipated if the true propdrtion were p = .5. For period I, the bull market
results show 14 of 20 negative, a result which is not significant at the .05
level, while the bear market with 17 of 23 negative and the stable market
results of 20 of 24 negative. are significant at the .01 level. Thus, it appears
that prices have been affected by the information in the repon.
A most important feature in the study of stock prices and market efficiency concerns the speed with which prices adjust to new information.
For this reason we have decomposed the seven day period into shorter
time intervals for a closer examination of the prices. The objective is to see
ho>A- rapidly the adjustments are made.
Column II shows the test results for the AR 11 (the close price of the day
preceding the publication to the close price 6n the day of publication).
Price changes were significant in the bull and stable market s at levels of .02
/and .01, respectively. The prices appear to have made adjustments during
the day of publications. The bear market result was not significant at the
.05 level. No significant results are found for periods Ill and IV.

EXHIBIT I
TEXT RESULT Of PRJCE CHA"1GE DIRE(,'TION
Time Intervals
Bear Market
Number ( +)
Number(·)
t Statistic~
Significant level

I

II

Ill

IV
7
16
1.88
NS

6
17
2.72
.02

7
16
1.88
NS

II
12
0.24
NS

6
14
1.79
NS

4
16
2.69
.02

12
0.90
NS

10
10
0.00
NS

4
20
3.27
.01

19
2.85
.02

II
13
0 .41
NS

11
13
0. 41
NS

Bull Market
Number ( +)
Number(-)
t Statistics
Significant level

Stahl~ MarkU
Number ( +)
Number (-)
t StatiMics
Significant level
26

5

8

All Markets
Number ( +)
Number (-)
t Stat istics
Significant level

16

51

4.28
.001

16

51

4.28
.001

30
37

.86
NS

28
39
1.34
NS

When the data for all markets are combined, the results show that all
significant price action has occurred by the close of the date of the
publication. No significant price results occur following this date for the
period of time studied. Exhibit I shows price action significant at the .001
level for periods I and JI and in significant for periods III and IV.

Sho rt Sale Strateg}
Even though the preceding results support the conclusions that rapid
adjustment of stock prices occurred, the short sale strategy was tested. It
consisted of selling short 100 shares of each stock at the closing prices on
the publication date and purchasing them for delivery six days later. The
returns on each stock were adjusted for transactions cost in the form of
selling and buying brokerage commissions, Ne\\ York ~cate transfer tax
and Security Exchange Commission charges. Commissions \\ere obtained
from the national brokerage firm of A.G. Edwards, Inc . New York nonresident transfer tax for buying and selling was $0.25 per share on stocks
priced $20.00 or more and $0. 1875 per share on stocks priced lower than
$20.00. The SEC charge is $0.01 per $500 or fraction thereof on sales, but
not on purchases.
The returns for each stock were adjusted for the market by subtracting
from the realized return the expected return based on each stock's beta
multiplied by the change in the S&P index. Both realiLed and expected
returns Y.ere computed by subtracting the initial investment from the sale
proceeds. The initial investment is the same in both co mputations and
consists of the cost of the stock plus transaction rnsts. Two different
values were calculated for sales proceeds. The firM ... as based on the actual
price at delivery date le~s transaction co~ts and is called the actual proceeds. The second is based on the expected price at delivery date as determined by multiplying the change in S + P for rhe appropriate time period
by the stock's beta and adding that change to the actual close price on the
date of publication. Then transactions cost~ are subtracted from the expected price to compute the expected proceeds.
The initial investment is subtracted from actual proceeds to compute
the actual returns and from expected proceeds in computing the expected
returns. The adjusted returns are then computed by subtracting the expected returns from the actual returns; thus, it represer.ts a market-risk adjusted return. The results for the three port folios are presented in Exhibit
II. The mean adjusted returns and t statistics ~how no abnormal profits
were earned during any market period.
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SUMMARY
This study examined the price activity of stocks receiving unfavorable
repons in the Wall Street Journal. Market adjusted price changes were
computed over various time intervals. The results showed that prices did
appear to react to the publication and did so in a rapid m anner as would
he expected in an efficient market. A strategy of shon selling on the news
proved to be unprofitable. These results tend to suppon the efficient
market hypothesis.

EX HIBIT II
Sb: Da) Shon Sale Strate1n (Adjusted for Market)

Bear (n
Bull (n

= 23)
= 20)

Stable (n

Average Net Exces.s Yield
Actual Returns Les.s
Significance
Expected Returns
t Statistics
Level

24)

- $76.08

1.44

NS

+ $30.08

.53

NS

.41

NS

+ $14.09
APPE:',,DIX
Stock Sample

Bear Market
I.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
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Aetna Life
American Home Prod.
AMP
Babcock
Coca-Cola
Combustion Engineer
Continental Corp.
Digital Equipment
Dr Pepper
Eli Lily
Exxon
General Electric
Hewlett-Packard
IBM
Marion Labs
Pan American
Pepsi Cola
Polaroid
Schlitz
Squibb
Upjohn
Westinghouse
Xerox

Bull Market
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Allied Chemical
Digital Equipment
Echliv. Mfg .
Exxon
Fairchild Camera
General Electric
Genuine Parts
Gulf Oil
International Harve~ter
J.P. Stevens
Mobile Oil
Motorola
National Bisquit (Nabisco)
O ccidental Petroleum
Standard Brands
Texas Instruments
Union Carbide
U.S. Steel
Whittaker
Zenith

Stable Market
I. American Can
2. Arco
3. Baker Oil Tool
4. Beckman Inst.
5. Caterpillar
6. Caesar's World
7. Colgate
8. Columbia Broad. Sys.
9. Consolidated Freightways
IO. Continental Can
11. C R Bard
12. Federated Dept. Stores
13. Hewlett-Packard
14. Magic Chef
15. Maytag
16. McDonalds
17. McLean Trucking
18. Overnight Transportation
19. Owens-111.
20. Perkin-Elmer
21. Sears
22. Sohio Oil
23. Sperry Hutchinson
24. Transcon
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